A fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of COGAG power plant performance is given by using a method of fuzzy mathematics, and multilevel fuzzy evaluation model is set up. Taking a naval ship as an example, the major parameters related to COGAG power plant performance are obtained by computer simulation, and a set of synthetic performance evaluation index system is established. The result shows that the strong fuzzy propulsion system performance indexes can be quantified by this fuzzy evaluation model in order to provide the reference for choosing the optimal design of ship propulsion system.
Introduction
COGAG power plant [1] [2] will have a broad application prospect in the future, because its excellent maneuver capability, high single power density and adaptation for large range working condition. The propulsion system consists of four gas turbines (GT), two gearboxes, and two controllable pitch propellers (CPP). Two shaft generators are directly mounted on the shafts. The ship is able to operate in several propulsion modes: one to four gas turbines, one or two shaft lines, etc. [3] . The performance of power plant directly affects the economy and mobility of entire ship so that evaluating its performance could provide referential evidence when applied to design other type of power plant. On basis of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, this paper establishes multilevel fuzzy evaluation model of COGAG power plant by depending on some major parameters obtained by computer simulation. With this model, the performance of COGAG power plant is analyzed to offer data for the users and decision-makers.
Principle of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is a synthetic evaluation method based on fuzzy mathematics [4] . The evaluation method changes the qualitative evaluation into quantitative one according to the principle of membership degree in fuzzy mathematics. The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is suitable for solving Nondeterministic problems because of its features, such as clearer result, systematic approach and making solutions about fuzzy and difficult-quantized problem. Fuzzy synthetic evaluation model is mainly made up of singlelevel fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model and multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model [5] .
Single-Level Fuzzy Evaluation Model
The 3 elements of the comprehensive evaluation: factors set, remark set, single factor evaluation set. Factors set 
 Because of the differences of each single factor, all factors are needed to be weighted; using fuzzy set 1 2 ( , ,..., )
n A a a a = in U represents the weight distribution of each factor. As Equation (1) shows, the comprehensive evaluation for each factor is composed fuzzy set A with evaluation matrix R.
Multi-Level Fuzzy Evaluation Model
In complex system, satisfactory result can't be obtained easily by using 1st-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model when the factors of the evaluation object are more than usual, where exists different levels between each factor. Evaluation factors should be classified due to the characteristics of evaluation object, and evaluated synthetically level by level, which is multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. The steps of multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation are as follows:
• Divide the evaluation factors set U into m subsets according to the attributes, which meets Equation (2):
• Pre According to Equation (2), the second-level evaluation factors set can be got as Equation (3):
• Evaluate synthetically for the m evaluation factors subsets i U in U, the decision matrix is R (see Equation (4)). 
If weight of each evaluation factors subsets in U is A, the result of evaluation is B A R =  . Similarly, Construct third-level, fourth-level fuzzy synthetic evaluation model could be worked out. Figure 1 shows the sketch map of second-level fuzzy synthetic evaluation model.
In conclusion, the (U, V, R) forms a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation mathematics model. The fuzzy transform R in which change fuzzy subset i U in U to fuzzy subset B in V. The B is a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to the evaluation object.
Application Example

Performance Index Framework Analysis
On the base of the principle of maximum membership degree and fuzzy linear transformation, main relevant indexes are taken into consideration to make a reasonable assessment, which is the basic idea of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. The performance indexes of power plant are determined by the type, primary skill parameters and driving methods of engine [6] . For COGAG power plant, the performance evaluation indexes are divided into 3 layers by screening.
The following are estimate index of each level: • The target layer: Comprehensive performance evaluating system of COGAG power plant.
• The first-degree index: 1) Economy; 2) Flexibility; 3) Concealment; 4) Reliability; 5) Repairable.
• The second-degree index: As Figure 2 shows, there are 22 indexes corresponded with first-degree index. 
Index Weight
The major parameters related to COGAG power plant performance are obtained by simulation. Then, the involved factors are graded according to experts grading method, thus the weight of each index is achieved [7] . With a view to the difference from invited experts, 3 groups are divided, which have been given corresponding weight. The specific data can be seen from Table 1. Table 2 displays Weight for performance indexes and mean for evaluation of all experts. 
Remark Set
All possible results of assessment constitute remark set. As for this study, remark set is divided into 4 ranks such as excellence, fine, qualification, disqualification (see Equation (5)). 4 remark grades are transformed into the corresponding evaluation one (see Equation (6)).
In the equation: V-remark set; V 1 -excellence, 90 ≤ F < 100; V 2 -fine, 75 ≤ F < 90; V 3 -qualification, 60 ≤ F < 75; V 4 -disqualification, F < 60.
F (90, 75, 60,50)
Evaluation Matrix
The elements in Evaluation matrix indicate the degree of membership of Second-degree index, which can be obtained from the result of experts grading method. Equation (7) means the Evaluation matrix of economy. Similarly, ( 2, 3, 4, 5) i R i = can be got. 
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation
The weight of first-degree estimate index: The evaluation results: According to the principle of maximum membership degree, the overall goal of the general reviews is 77.195, and its evaluation level is fine.
Conclusions
The main conclusions of this work are the following:
• Results show that, the integrated index rank of this type was between excellence and fine which can guarantee the safety work of the ship. But the probability in the fine grade was higher which showed that the performance of this COGAG power plant should be improved and optimized.
• Comprehensive estimate of the power plant from the experts showed that the cover-up performance was worse. The box, shock isolation device and the coating absorbing technique could be used to the invisible goal. Shock isolation device was added in this system which could strengthen the damping of the mechanical stress wave so as to shortening the oscillation intensity.
• Proper parameter was chosen based on the comprehensive evaluation model on the performance of the COGAG which could quantity the performance index that is blurred. Then, reliable basis of design and demonstration of the power plant could be obtained.
• The principle and theory of the method could be used to estimate the performance index of other type of power plant. The method could be translated and edited in computer program which can be used to the performance analysis of other kinds of power plant.
